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Thank You for Your Interest in Bluewater Pools
Dear Homeowner,

We’re delighted to welcome you to the exciting world of “vacation at home” 
with your own custom backyard environment.

As the owners of Bluewater Pools, we’ve dedicated the last 30+ years to 
producing beautiful waterscapes and backyard environments that are 
unique, low maintenance, eco-friendly, and fun to own. Whether it’s a 
simple, vinyl liner pool, a highly efficient fiberglass pool, or a completely 
custom concrete pool, it’s our intention to bring you joy, and inspire your 
guests to say “WOW!”

We hope the photographs on the ensuing pages give you an idea of what we’re 
talking about. Page 10 explains how much easier your life will be with a Bluewater Pool. 
Page 12 explains the latest technology equipment we use to save you money while also helping our 
environment. And you’ll find more information about our company on pages 14 and 15. 

Meanwhile, here are a few facts about our company and our services: 

• We’re personally involved and on site for every project—from start to
finish.

• Every project is designed to be as environmentally friendly
as possible.

• We use advanced materials, equipment and
technology (such as variable speed pumps, LED
lighting, ozone purification, aggregate interiors,
and much more) to produce the backyard of
your dreams.

• We design and manage “the complete
backyard environment”, so you don’t have
to worry about coordinating with multiple
contractors. We handle it all.

Keep in mind that the photos here are just some 
samples from a few of our favorite projects. This 
is by no means the limit of what we can do. To 
find out more, about what we might do for YOU, 
please give us a call.

Sincerely,

Julio Cabrera

Adam Cabrera

3812 Edith Blvd NE
Albuquerque, NM  87107
505-345-6789
www.BluewaterPoolsNM.com
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Custom Concrete—Our “Signature Pools”
We refer to our custom concrete swimming pools (also sometimes referred to as “Gunite” pools) as our “Signature Pools.” Here’s why:

• Our concrete pools are 100% custom, and designed uniquely for you. (Not some “cookie-cutter” replicas that you’re likely to see at
3 of your neighbors’ houses.)

• Concrete pools offer the most opportunities for “custom features,” such as waterfalls, tanning ledges, beach entries, a vanishing
edge, and much more. (See page 10 & 11 for some examples.)

• And our concrete pools offer some unique options, such as beautiful aggregate interior finishes, and automatic in floor cleaning.

Remember, when it comes to our custom concrete “Signature Pools,” the sky’s the limit!







Fiberglass Pools—”Fast and Easy”
Our composite/fiberglass pools offer some unique advantages over any other type of inground swimming pool. For 
example:

•	 Fast Installation—Our crews can install a fiberglass pool in a matter of DAYS, rather than weeks or months.

•	 Easy Maintenance—The super-hard finish of our fiberglass pools is impervious to chemicals, and so smooth that dirt 
and algae have nothing to “stick to.” So it just goes right down the drain!

•	 Lower Cost of Ownership—Because the fiberglass finish stays cleaner, and doesn’t react with chemicals, you can 
actually use less chemicals and less electricity to maintain your pool. And there’s no “interior finish replacement cost” 
with a fiberglass pool.

So if you want to get swimming fast, and “take it easy” when it comes to maintaining your pool, then fiberglass is 
the answer for you.



Vinyl Liner Pools—“Elegance on a Budget”
A “vinyl liner” swimming pool is the most cost-effective way to enjoy an inground swimming pool in your backyard. With a 
custom or semi-custom design, your vinyl liner pool will be built with steel or polymer sidewalls which are then covered with a custom 
vinyl liner. And plenty of options are available on a vinyl liner pool too, including:

•	 Stair Steps, including the elegant “wedding cake” steps.

•	 Built-In Benches and “swim outs” for comfortable relaxation anytime. 

•	 Spillover Spas offer beauty as well as the advantages of hydrotherapy. 

And of course, there are many hundreds of different vinyl liner designs and patterns available, so your vinyl liner pool will 
always be “uniquely yours.”





Special Features and Options for Your New Environment
This is where Bluewater Pools really shines, because of our creativity in designing and building special features and options 
for your backyard environment. Here’s just a small sampling of some special features you may want to consider for your 
backyard…

Geometric PoolsGeometric PoolsGeometric Pools

Water WokWater WokWater Wok Water WokWater WokWater Wok

Sheer DescentSheer DescentSheer Descent

All-Tile Raised WallAll-Tile Raised WallAll-Tile Raised WallAll-Tile Raised WallAll-Tile Raised WallAll-Tile Raised Wall

Vanishing EdgeVanishing EdgeVanishing Edge

Travertine DeckTravertine DeckTravertine Deck Fire BowlFire BowlFire Bowl

Perimeter OverflowPerimeter OverflowPerimeter Overflow

Hand-Carved CopingHand-Carved CopingHand-Carved Coping



How about a fully functional outdoor kitchen to 
entertain your guests?

“Vanishing edge” features all have a spectacular 
illusion of water vanishing off into infinity. And of course, 
we offer all sorts of other timeless and cutting-edge 
features, including tanning ledges, custom waterfalls, 
bubblers and fountains, LED lighting, and much more.

Custom outdoor fireplaces provide the perfect 
gathering place and a touch of ambience any time 
of year, but especially at night, when the flickering 
flames provide an irresistible draw in both warmth and 
flattering light.

A custom fire pit provides all the appeal of a fireplace, 
while also offering the convenience of remote controlled 
pushbutton ignition. And whether your home is rustic or 
contemporary, the fire pit can be designed to blend in 
seamlessly with your existing architecture.

Fire bowls and other flame features make a powerful 
statement on any backyard project. Size, quantity, and 
style can be easily designed to produce the look you’re 
seeking.

An automatic cover will dramatically improve the 
energy efficiency of your swimming vessel, by retaining 
heat, and also keeping the water cleaner. Remote control 
operated, our custom automatic covers are designed to 
be completely imperceptible except when in use.



of chemicals. In fact, our IntelliChlor® 
salt chlorine generator uses common 
table salt to produce all the chlorine your 
pool will need—safely, effectively, and 
automatically. It’s the same sanitation 
performance as manual chlorine delivery, 
but without all the drawbacks. You’ll never 
need to buy, transport, handle, or store 
chlorine again!

Another option is our IntellipH Controller. 
It’s a safe and convenient way to regulate a 
swimming pool’s pH level. It automatically 
dispenses muriatic acid into the pool to 
eliminate fluctuations in the pH level. 
IntellipH is the perfect companion for 
the IntelliChlor salt chlorine generator; 
together, they help sanitize and balance 
pool water to keep it sparkling clear. 

Keep Your Pool Water Perfectly 
Balanced with Hands-Free, 
Automated Ease. 
It can be a challenge to keep the pH and 
chlorine levels of your pool in constant 
balance, especially if you travel a lot. 
The IntelliChem® chemical controller 
manages this for you automatically 
by monitoring your pool’s pH and 
sanitizer levels, and delivering just the 
right amount of chemicals. IntelliChem 
uses the same technology found in 
commercial installations, water parks, 
hotel, and community pools. It can work 
independently, or together with Pentair 
automation products—so you can check 
your water chemistry at a glance.

Relax, Play, and Enjoy. The 
Cleaning Is Automatic!
When it comes to spending your free 
time, there are more important things to 
do than tending to your swimming pool. 
Thanks to PV3, the automatic In-Floor pool 
cleaning and circulation system, your pool 
can be built toclean itself while you relax.

Automation: Put Your Pool on 
Cruise Control with Automated 
Control Systems.
With our automated control systems, the 
scheduling and operation of your filtration 
cycles, your heating, pool lighting, 
landscape lighting, sanitization, waterfalls, 
and fountains will all be blissfully 
automatic. System controllers and remote 
controls have been designed to be push-
button simple, with easy-to-read digital 
displays and step-by-step menu-driven 
instructions.

And when we say “remote,” we really do 
mean remote. You can operate your pool 
from your iPad, iPhone, iPod, Android 
device, or PC or Macintosh computer, 
from anywhere in the world. Perfect for 
warming up the hot tub as you’re heading 
home from work.

Keep Your Pool Water Sanitary, 
Automatically.
Our automatic chlorine generator and 
automatic chlorine and bromine feeders 
are the easiest and most efficient ways to 
sanitize your pool. They not only save time, 
but also minimize the manual handling 

Enjoy Your Pool More with These Time-Saving Features
In years past, the downside of owning a swimming pool was the hassle of skimming leaves, vacuuming, and handling 
dangerous chlorine. But new technologies have made those old headaches a thing of the past. Today’s swimming pool is 
fast approaching the point of requiring virtually no maintenance at all. 

In-Floor Cleaning Sanitation

Automation  
Controller IntellipH Controller

iPhone/Android
Compatible

IntelliChem® 
Chemical Controller



Bluewater Pools Helps You Save Money AND the Planet  
with Eco-Friendly Equipment
Bluewater Pools is fully committed to environmental excellence. Whenever possible, we help pool owners reduce energy 
consumption and make more environmentally responsible decisions. Join us in embracing a more energy-efficient and 
environmentally responsible future by adding Eco Select brand products for your poolscape.

LED LIGHTS: Save Energy While 
Creating a Nighttime Wonderland
The right choice of pool, spa, and landscape 
lighting can turn pleasant poolside evenings into 
magical nights in your backyard wonderland. And 
because we use and recommend LED lighting, 
they provide the most energy-efficient lighting 
ever. The IntelliBrite® LED pool lights use 89% 
less electricity than traditional incandescent and 
halogen pool lights. 

The IntelliBrite® Landscape Lights offer similar 
savings, and provide 5 fixed colors and 7 
different “show” features. These lights can be 
mounted in any position on the wall or ground 
with an arm swing of 0 degrees to 90 degrees.

WATER FILTERS: Highest Clarity, 
Lowest Fuss
The Clean & Clear cartridge filter features an 
easily accessible removable filter cartridge that 
provides quick, convenient cleaning, a rugged 
fiberglass reinforced polypropylene tank and 
a unique High Flow manual air relief valve 
and continuous internal air relief that work 
together to eliminate air accumulation and 
help maintain optimum filtration efficiency. 
Complete with filter tank and pressure gauge.

SolarTouch® Solar Control System
The SolarTouch® Solar Control System offers 
full digital control for the most precise, 
efficient, swimming pool heating possible. The 
digital thermostat is set with the touch of a 
button and will monitor the temperature of the 
pool water and solar collectors.

PUMPS: The Heart of Your Pool’s 
Circulation System
For maximum efficiency and energy savings, 
we offer and recommend the most advanced 
“variable speed” pool pumps available from 
Pentair. These pumps incorporate innovative 
hydraulic engineering that has been refined 
to circulate water more efficiently and 
quietly than other pumps. They also include 
convenience features that make routine 
maintenance fast and easy.

HIGH-EFFICIENCY HEATERS: High-
Performance, Yet Eco-Friendly
You expect to be comfortable and that’s 
why Rheem is the best choice that you 
can make. Rheem pool heaters provide 
year-round comfort for your pool or 
spa and are unmatched in features and 
benefits. With Rheem, you get top quality, 
innovative products that come with the 
latest technology, dependable performance, 
great warranties, and excellent service and 
support. They are designed to make your 
pool or spa the most comfortable place on 
earth. Rheem simply offer the finest pool 
heating solutions in the business. This is why 
we say, “Relax, It’s Rheem”.

Variable Speed Pump

Two-Speed Pump

Rheem Gas Heater

IntelliBrite®
Landscape Lights

IntelliBrite® LED Lights

Pentair Clean & Clear+ 
Cartridge Filter

SolarTouch® Solar 
Control System



“‘We got our pool built by Bluewater pools, and had a great 
experience. The pool surpassed our expectations, and 
Bluewater finished earlier than promised. I would highly 
recommend them to anyone who is looking to install a pool. 
They are honest, responsive, and trustworthy.” 

Daniel S.

“The service has been excellent. The 
installation couldn’t have been better. The 
fellows who installed this pool have become 
almost like family. We have really loved it. We 
think that the building of a pool cannot be 

more friendly and professional. We felt that Bluewater did 
an excellent job and we are very glad we got this pool.”

John D.

“I am so pleased with my pool and spa. Bluewater Pools 
was experienced, professional, and customer oriented, 
AND the most reasonably priced! They are truly the 
best! If you are interested in installing a pool or spa, I 
couldn’t recommend anyone better than them!”

Kelly G.

“Bluewater Pools installed our first in-ground pool 
approximately five years ago. Since then, we have moved and 
they built our second pool and spa. Bluewater has provided 
us with excellent and timely service all through the years, 
and we continue to trust and rely on their expertise. We 
would recommend Bluewater Pools to anyone.”

Steve and Priscilla F.

Here Are Some Reasons People Love  
Bluewater Pools… 
•	 Warrantees to Last a Lifetime—Every Bluewater pool comes with a Lifetime Warranty on 

the shell. 

•	 Outstanding Record with the BBB—We agree with the goal of the Better 
Business Bureau: To maintain the highest ethical standards on the industry. 
That’s why we’re proud of our A+ rating. 

•	 Extensive Experience—We’ve been working on both commercial and 
residential swimming pools of all types since 1969. Yes, we know a thing 
or two about pools.

•	 No-Pressure Sales Philosophy—We know that buying a swimming pool is a big decision 
for any family, and you don’t want to be rushed. We’re okay with that. We’ll NEVER try to 
pressure you into a sale.

•	 Financing Ability—As an exclusive “Paramount Financial” dealer, we’ll help you get the 
financing you need at a rate you can afford.

•	 Certified Building Professional (CBP®) on staff—It’s hard to believe 
that more than 95% of all pool builders won’t bother to get certified on 
“how to build a pool.” We’re part of that rare 5% that’s certified.

•	 Salt Water Pools—We offer the unique “salt water” solution that 
eliminates “green hair,” dangerous chemicals, and the nasty task of 
dumping chlorine into your pool. With our IntelliChlor system, all you have to do is add a 
couple bags of salt each year, and then sit back, relax and enjoy.

•	 Low-Maintenance, Energy-Efficient Pool Designs—From our oversized plumbing 
and filters to our energy-efficient equipment and self-cleaning pool systems, a pool from 
Bluewater Pools costs less to own and takes less time and energy to maintain.

•	 In-House Certified Service—Bluewater Pools has a full staff of trained Certified Service 
professionals to take care of your pool.

•	 Reliability—The biggest problem with most pool builders is they go out of business, leaving 
you and your pool with no warranty. Bluewater Pools has served Albuquerque and all of New 
Mexico for more than 30 years. You can trust us to finish the job and still be there for you 
many years later. 

H e r e’s  W h a t  O u r  C l i e n t s 
H a v e  t o  S a y  A b o u t  U s



“This is absolutely the most professional and excellent 
swimming pool company in Albuquerque, and believe me 
I’ve dealt with almost all of them. A+ as far as I’m concerned, 
and I’m not one to give out praise indiscriminately.”

Niels G.

“Bluewater Pools just finished our new Gunite pool, and we 
love it. Adam and Julio provided the best customer 
service. They were always available to answer any 
questions we had. They are very professional and 
knowledgeable. They kept their deadlines, and even 
finished ahead of schedule. I highly recommend this 
company if you are considering a new pool.”

Kari W.

“Bluewater designed and installed a beautiful swimming pool, 
including decking, landscaping, and equipment. The team was 
professional, and much care was given to our existing 
landscape. They also did an excellent job of educating 
us on the operation of the equipment and maintenance 
of the pool. I highly recommend Bluewater for pool 
installations and service.” 

Rudy S.

“Adam and his dad know pools! I am so impressed 
by  professionalism and the knowledge that these 
gentlemen have. I am certainly hiring this company to do 
my repairs and maintenance for the rest of the summer, and 
pre- and post-season as well. My stress level went WAY 
DOWN today.”

Pamela B.

“This pool has added something to our 
family and it’s really been nice. Bluewater 
Pools was excellent. They did everything 
on time, and every time I needed something 
they were here in a moment’s notice. They 

were really pleasant and I have really enjoyed knowing this 
family.” 

Anita R.

“I have had nothing but good experiences 
with Bluewater Pools. The pool came out 
beautifully and they left the job spotless and 
clean, which was a priority for my wife. The 
whole process went smoothly and we are 

very satisfied. We are having fun with our pool.” 

Harvey H.

“Bluewater Pools installed my pool several years ago and has 
never disappointed me. They have fantastic staff that are 
not only knowledgeable, but very friendly and helpful. 
The owner in particular has always come when we needed 
him, and stayed at our house until the job was done. I 
highly recommend Bluewater Pools to anybody thinking 
about getting a pool.” 

John

“Excellent customer service—we had a pool designed and 
built by Bluewater last summer, and are completely satisfied 
with the results. Adam and Julio were always friendly and 
informative. I would recommend Bluewater Pools to 
anyone who is looking into building a pool. Great work!”

Isiah E.

“We absolutely love our new pool. Bluewater Pools was 
easy to communicate with, worked in a timely and 
professional manner, stayed on budget, and were very 
knowledgeable throughout the process. We highly 
recommend Bluewater Pools!” 

Jessica O.

H e r e’s  W h a t  O u r  C l i e n t s 
H a v e  t o  S a y  A b o u t  U s

“Bluewater Pools have been really good 
with us. They took care of all our needs 
and did everything we asked them to do. 
Our pool from Bluewater is awesome. 
It’s really the greatest pool we’ve 

ever had.” 

Mike S.
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